
WITH INNOVATIVE AND 

DRAMATIC DIRECTIONS, 

CORIAN® DESIGN INTRODUCES 

IMAGINATIVE AESTHETICS 

THAT STIMULATE NEW IDEAS  

AND EXPAND YOUR DESIGN 

POSSIBILITIES TO 

MAKE YOUR SPACE™.
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THE CORIAN® QUARTZ PALETTE WILL FEATURE 
SIX NEW HIGH GLOSS AESTHETICS AND 
FOUR WITH A SOFT LEATHERED TEXTURE. 
THE NEW COLLECTION OFFERS A SUBTLE 
TABLEAU OF HUES AND DESIGNS THAT ARE 
ANYTHING BUT MUTED. FROM PURE WHITE 
TO DEEP GRAY, THE COLORS RESIDE WITHIN 
RICH AESTHETICS AND THE INTRODUCTIONS 
OFFER STRIKING INTERPRETATIONS OF 
NATURE.

Beginning with Bianco Pur and Bianco Marmor, 
crisp white is used as the basis for either a pure color 
statement, or as the foundation for a flowing marble 
aesthetic. Oyster Grigio and Geo Grigio display soft, 
neutral backgrounds with veining and particles coursing 
through the surface inspired by their geologic origins. 
Ashen Gray and Slate Geo, respectively, offer light and 
dark gray colorations that are comprised of restrained 
veins and quiet movement.

The new designs of Corian® Quartz are created to not 
only enhance a space, but to create environments  
in which the aesthetics offer superb color and design 
possibilities beyond their subtle appearence.
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BIANCO PUR

A color as simple and pure as its name, the sharp 
white of Bianco Pur is unadulterated style. It calls 
to mind the brightness of a cloud, the frothiness 
of the sea’s white caps, or the sparkle of a distant 
star. Its applications, much like its pure hue,  
are boundless. It is fresh, direct, and exceptional 
look for design spaces.

Kitchen countertops in Corian® Quartz (Bianco Pur color) matched with two 
Corian® sinks.

CORIAN® QUARTZ
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BIANCO MARMOR

Beginning with a white ground, Bianco Marmor is 
enhanced with dappled gray veining throughout 
its surface. Classic in inspiration, timeless in 
execution, the color and pattern are a traditional 
look that has taken on a modern sensibility. 

Tabletop in Corian® Solid Surface (Beech Nuwood color) with kitchen island 
featuring a Corian® sink and countertop in Corian® Quartz (Bianco Marmor 
color); wall panel behind open shelving done in Corian® Quartz (Bianco 
Marmor color).

CORIAN® QUARTZ
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OYSTER GRIGIO

The subtle color of an oyster shell infuses Oyster 
Grigio with a natural look. Soft gray is enhanced 
with deeper gray veining throughout its surface, 
sparked with occasional light particles.  
Its geologic origins inspire its aesthetic design; 
its understated appearance defines its ultimate 
beauty.

Tabletop, backsplash and countertop in Corian® Quartz (Oyster Grigio color).

CORIAN® QUARTZ
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ASHEN GRAY

Ashen Gray’s variations of veins and elements, 
create an aesthetic that feels light and familiar, 
yet is still undeniably new. The cool gray of 
atmospheric vapor affords inspiration as the 
design’s swirling pattern creates a moment of 
calm and ease.

Countertops and kitchen island in Corian® Quartz (Ashen Gray) paired with 
backsplash in Corian® Solid Surface (Neutral Aggregate color). 

CORIAN® QUARTZ
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GEO GRIGIO

Monochromatic elements reside within the 
serene coloring of Geo Grigio while narrow veins 
add definition and detail. By design, Geo Grigio 
invites closer inspection to reveal the delicate 
elements that give it life and energy from its 
geologic inspirations.

Bathroom countertop and shelving in Corian® Quartz (Geo Grigio color) with 
wall panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Neutral Concrete color).

CORIAN® QUARTZ
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SLATE GEO

Fine, light colored graining is incorporated 
with more dramatic veins to give Slate Geo 
its statement making presence. Though its 
dark gray color maintains a quiet dignity, 
it nonetheless commands attention as an 
aesthetic capable of being center stage.

Lobby space with oversized wall panels in staggered array in Corian® Solid 
Surface (Sepia Linear color) with reception desk in Corian® Quartz (Slate Geo 
color).

CORIAN® QUARTZ
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THE INHERENT STYLE OF CORIAN® QUARTZ, 
DOUBLED. 

Enter a realm of greater opportunities, where your 
sense of style can be expanded to fulfill your design 
ambitions. Corian® Design announces four new 
leathered texture aesthetics with which to design  
and drive your creative ideas.

The four new aesthetics of Venetia Cream Leathered, 
Coarse Pepper Leathered, Storm Grey Leathered, 
and Dove Grey Leathered, may seem familiar, and 
indeed they are. Selected from existing on-trend and 
superlative Corian® Quartz designs, the new additions 
add new sheen level and texture to the range. It is the 
best of worlds as you can now select the ideal looks for 
your projects.

The color and inherent patterns remain, but the new, 
unique looks introduce a completely different type  
of style, as well as increasing your design options.  
The low-sheen finish emits a quieter beauty that 
intrigues the eye, and the subtly pebbled texture 
engages touch, proposing a moment to pause and 
consider the surroundings. Together, they take the 
individual patterns to new levels of design aesthetics.

Corian® Quartz Leathered aesthetics enhance designed 
environments as different as home, retail, hospitality 
or office space. The new aesthetics can be used 
individually to gently advance the design of a space,  
or be combined with their higher sheen counterparts 
to create stunning contrasts of sheen and texture.

Modern colors, beautiful designs, and proven style 
merge in a new aesthetic to become the essence of 
Corian® Quartz Leathered.
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DuPont) is a solid surfaces and quartz surfaces manufacturer that inspires creative design. DuPont is not in the business of architecture, engineering, or 
performing installations. This information corresponds to our current knowledge on the subject. The images (photos and/or computer generated images) included in this publication intend to 
be simply a source of inspiration in terms of style, trends, colors, color combinations. It is offered solely to provide possible suggestions for your own determinations. It is not intended, however, 
to substitute for any testing you may need to conduct to determine for yourself the suitability of our products for your particular purposes. This information may be subject to revision as new 
knowledge and experience becomes available. DuPont makes no warranties and conditions of any kind and assumes no liability whatsoever in connection with any use of this information.
Nothing in this publication is to be considered as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patent, trademark or copyright.
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Printed representation of colors may vary from actual samples. Please view actual sample before purchasing.



Corian® Design, a division of the DuPont 
company, is a global organization which 

creates, manufactures and markets 
advanced materials, products  

and solutions for interior design  
and architecture, originating from  

a foundation of world-class technologies 
and expertise.

Marketed under the Corian® brand  
and the Make your Space™ tagline,  

its materials, products and solutions  
meet the most demanding requirements 

in terms of beauty, functionality  
and durability.

The Corian® Design global portfolio  
is continuously evolving and it currently 

includes Corian® Solid Surface,  
Corian® Quartz, Corian® Elements  

and Corian® Exteriors.
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